
K ia ora kia koutou

Greetings te whanau o nga
hou e wha.

T
he world has changed so
much in 12 months since our
last newsletter. The Kiwi

Rugby League team were declared
the World Champion’s
in November 2008 after
defeating the impregna-
ble Kangaroos. This
came as some consola-
tion for our woeful per-
formance at the Rugby World Cup a
year earlier.

During the same month the
American people elected their first
black person as the 44th President
of the United States fulfilling a long
held dream no one thought would
ever happen.

In February 2009 Australia saw its
worst natural disaster on record
with the loss of almost 180 people
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In August 2009 the Hinga whanau
learnt about the passing of Bronson
Wilkie Mafi-Hinga (16) son of Alfred
Winston Hinga and Mary Mafi. To
Bronson’s whanau/fanau we extend
our sympathy and wish them well in
the days, weeks, months and years
ahead.

A
ll over the world
countries have
been left reeling

under the weight of eco-
nomic pressures through
what is essentially a
global financial catastro-
phe. No one is immune to its effects
and yet for better or worse, we will
survive.

Humankind is a remarkably resilient
sort. What the world markets have
really taught us is that we will bounce
back.

Similarly, black American’s have
shown the world that a dream is worth

to what has been dubbed the Black
Saturday Bushfires. The ravaging
bush fires occurred a mere few kilo-
meters from whanau living in the
state of Victoria.

In March 2009 great grandmother
Elizabeth Hinga under went her first
round of chemotherapy while in April

the Hinga’s in Oz em-
barked on a 17 day trip
to the US (page 3).

In June the world was
shocked to learn of the

passing of Pop King Michael Jack-
son. Whether Jackson will be re-
membered for his phenomenally
checkered past or his music legacy
or both remains to be seen but there
is no doubt he left an enduring im-
pression on the world.

In July Roger and Eve (Ireland)
moved into their new home having
completed some extensive renova-
tions since purchasing the property
several months earlier.

having and holding on to.

Bush fire survivors in the midst of
unimaginable loss, have proven that
the human spirit is worth more than
the sum total of their material posses-
sions and with the help of others can
and will survive the torment of losing
their irreplaceable loved one’s.

On the other hand, Jackson’s pass-
ing has taught the world that
no-one can escape death.
The world will keep turning
with or without us. But what
we choose to make of our
lives and who with or for

whom, is what will become our lasting
legacy.

Some of you may recall the poem
“I’m Glad You’re in my Dash” (TRHW
Edition 6.5). It is worth reflecting that:

“when your eulogy’s being read with
your life’s actions to rehash, would
you be proud of the things they say
about how you spent your dash?

All this and more.
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40th Birthday a Wedding and New Babie’s

HEALTH UPDATE
- R A N G I A N D E L I Z A B E T H H I N G A

W
hanau of Rangi Charles and Eliza-
beth Mary Hinga have decided to
celebrate Rangi’s 70th birthday
combined with a Whanau Reunion.

All descendant's of Fred and Emily Hinga are
cordially invited to attend. For now it is still in
the planning stage. We are undecided as to the
venue and other relevant details therefore your
help would be appreciated. To begin with, we
need to determine approximate numbers of
people likely to attend to help guide the plan-
ning process.

Some whanau members have already taken
the time to complete previous registration of
interest and whanau details. You do not need to
fill in another one. Confirmation of your registra-
tion will be sent in due course to determine if it
is still relevant.

The cost of attending remains the single big-
gest concern for many. Therefore we are ex-
ploring funding options through various means
of fundraising activities to help keep the overall
cost to a minimum.

For now lets start the mahi by completing an
expression of interest. We are also calling for
photographs and whanau information to begin
compiling a comprehensive account of our
whakapapa.

All correspondence to:

Te Roopu Hinga Whanau
58 Kayes Road Pukekohe
Franklin County

Email: cleaningpapa@hotmail.com

70TH BIRTHDAY AND WHANAU

REUNION CELEBRATION

N
ews regarding Nana Elizabeth’s health is good
insofar as doctor's have now requested less
monitoring of her condition replacing the weekly

schedule that was in place when first diagnosed.

Latest X-rays have shown that her cancer is in remission
leaving her in good spirits and health. She is kept very ac-
tive around the whare with visiting nurses commenting on
how good she appears to be.

She has been blessed by the concerns, love and the regu-
lar prayers from members of The Salvation Army as well as
other friends and family members.

Acceptance is part of life but in the meantime, both Nana
and Papa are spending a great deal of quality time together
with those they love and cherish. Thanks everyone.

“...the human spirit
is worth more than
the sum total of
their material pos-
sessions …”

“...fulfilling a long held
dream no one thought
would ever happen…”
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Most of us take the ability to breathe for granted
but for Koutu resident Wihau Rapana, every

breath of air is precious.

The 75-year-old has been battling the symptoms of em-
physema, osteoporosis and diabetes for several years
now and is thankful for every breath he can still take.

He has become a common sight on the streets of the Ro-
torua suburb of Koutu where he lives. He says his daily
walks are helping to keep him alive.

"I get up at four o'clock in the morning and go for a walk down Koutu Rd. Sometimes I'll
go for another one at eight o'clock and then in the afternoon I walk into town, just for a
change of scenery."

Time is so precious to Mr Rapana that he takes a clock with him on his walks. The big
round clock sits in the basket of his green walking frame.

"I have to take my medication at certain times and make sure I walk for so many minutes
a day ... it's also to get back in time to watch my favourite TV shows like Shortland
Street," he laughed.

Laughing makes him cough.

He has spent a considerable amount of time in Rotorua Hospital but said things had come
to the stage where the hospital staff could do nothing much else for him. So they sent him
home to live out the rest of his life with his family.

He asked them if there was anything he could do to extend his life a little longer.
"I asked the nurses what I can do to live a bit longer and spend more time with my only
mokopuna (grandchild) in New Zealand. They said that walking would keep my body's sys-
tem functioning better and allow more circulation of oxygen through my bloodstream. So
that's what I did - I started walking and have been ever since."

Mr Rapana can get around quite easily now, but said that in the beginning it was difficult
and a bit daunting.

"The first time I started walking, it was hard and I couldn't walk far without taking a rest
to catch my breath. I felt a bit scared that I might collapse on the footpath somewhere or
get harassed by the kids on the street.

"But now I really admire those young people as I've gotten familiar with some of their
faces - they even call me koro now as I pass them by in the street."

During his daily walks Mr Rapana has come to know a few fellow Koutu residents, some of
whom sometimes stop for a chat.

He said it had made him appreciative of the caring community in which he hoped to con-
tinue living for some years yet with the help of his regime of walks.

- Rotorua Daily Post

Every breath of air is precious to Ro-
torua resident Wihau Rapana, pic-
tured on his daily walk in Koutu.

Siblings into swing of triathlons

THE Melbourne heat wave has seen many youngsters hit
the pool these holidays but for the Hinga family it wasn’t
all about cooling off.
Renee and Joshua trained hard ahead of the Sanitarium

Weet-Bix Kids TRY-athlon series in Melbourne on February
22.
Renee, 10, is a seasoned Weet-Bix Kids TRY-athlon par-

ticipant, having competed in the event for the past two
years. This year she was joined by younger brother
Joshua, who is entering for the first time and their mum,
Rachael, said it was great for them to be able to give it
ago together.
The pair were joined by around 3,000 Melbourne chil-

dren aged between seven and 15 who ran, swam and
rode their way around the spectacular Catani Gardens
course at St Kilda from 8.30am on Sunday.
“I had so much fun in the past Weet-Bix Kids TRY-

athlons, I was really proud of completing the events and
getting a medal,” said Renee.

The Melbourne leg is one of seven Kids TRY-athlon events
being held across the country between February and April.
More details www.weetbix.com.au.

-Maroondah Leader

A
good example of whanau togetherness is aunty Phyllis King (formerly Rapana).
Each year she organises a gathering of whanau members. This year over a hun-
dred people gathered at Totara Park, Manurewa Auckland to celebrate an event

that she helped organise. Usually these annual events are alcohol and drug free.
All her children surround her as she lays down the kaupapa for the day. And she run’s

it like a well oiled machine too. Men take responsibility for setting up the BBQ, women
set up makeshift tables, while others take time out to play games or sit around and
reminisce.

Lots of chatter and laughter was had during kai time before a sing-along rang through-
out the park. June Pitman and aunty Phillys’s sister,
Minnie were in attendance including members of their
whanau.

As the day retreated into the late afternoon there was
room for quite time as people simply laid back and soaked
up the sun, had a nap or a chat before slowly drifting off
to their homesteads. A really great day had by all.

A sad footnote to this story is that Minnie passed away
not long after this gathering at Rotorua. Our love and
thoughts are with aunty Phyllis and her whanau at this
time

B
ronson Mafi-Hinga Son of Alfred Hinga and Mary Mafi was laid
to rest at the Mangere lawn Cemetery after being admitted to
Auckland Hospital.

Members from the Mafi (Niuean Islands) and the Hinga whanau
gathered at Otara marae to pay tribute to this young vibrant 16 year old
whose life was cut short due to illness.

Bronson’s passing was felt far and wide in both families as a ‘Who’s Who’
congregated over 3 days to
bid farewell. The large contin-
gent of Niuen Fanau were
joined by the Hinga, Walker,
Bills, Sorenson, Greenham,
Peihopa and Matika families.

Bronson is survived by five
brothers, a sister, his parents
and countless more family
and friends who will continue
to feel the effects of his pass-
ing for many years to come.

Rest in Peace e Tama.

I N T H E N E W S A C RO S S N E W ZE A L A N D A N D A U S T R A L I A

T OTA R A P A R K W H A NA U G A T H E R I N G WHANAU MOURNS PASSING

Pictured: Aunty Phyllis celebrating

Pictured: Three of the brothers in mourning at Otara Marae
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BEHIND EVERY GREAT MAN...

During the recent summer break, the new
President and Mrs Obama were vacation-
ing in their home in Chicago. On a ven-
ture one day, they stopped at a service
station to fill up the car with gas. It
seemed that the owner of the station was
once Michelle Obama's high school love.

They exchanged hellos, and went on
their way.

As they were driving on to their destina-
tion, Barack put his arm around Michelle
and said, "Well, honey, if you had stayed
with him, you would be the wife of a ser-
vice station owner today."

She smirked and replied, "No, if I had
stayed with him, he would be President of
the United States."

THE VERY BAD ACCIDENT

Two men one a Maori got out of their cars
after they collided at an intersection. The
Maori took a bottle of whiskey from the
boot of his car and said to the other, "Here
bro, maybe you'd like a drink to calm your
nerves." "Thanks," he said, and took a
long drink. "Here, you have one, too," he
added, handing it back. "Nah bro, not
me," he said. "I’m gonna wait til the po-
lice get here."

THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE IS
CRAZY

There is no egg in eggplant nor ham in
hamburger; neither apple nor pine in pine-
apple. English muffins were not invented
in England or French fries in France.

Sweetmeats are candies, while sweet-
breads, which aren't sweet, are meat. We
take English for granted. But if we ex-
plore its paradoxes, we find that quick-
sand can work slowly, boxing rings are
square, and a guinea pig is neither from
Guinea nor is it a pig.

And why is it that writers write, but fin-
gers don't fing, grocers don't groce, and
hammers don't ham? If the plural of tooth
is teeth, why isn't the plural of booth
beeth? One goose, 2 geese. So, one
moose, 2 meese? One index, two indices?
Is cheese the plural of choose?

If teachers taught, why didn't preachers
praught? If a vegetarian eats vegetables,
what does a humanitarian eat?

In what language do people recite at a
play, and play at a recital?

Ship by truck, and send cargo by ship?
Have noses that run and feet that smell?
Park on driveways and drive on park-
ways? How can a slim chance and a fat
chance be the same, while a wise man and
a wise guy are opposites? How can the
weather be hot as hell one day and cold as
hell another?

When a house burns up, it burns down.
You fill in a form by filling it out, and an
alarm clock goes off by going on.

When the stars are out, they are visible,
but when the lights are out, they are in-
visible. And why, when I wind up my
watch, I start it, but when I wind up this
essay, I end it.

LAUGHTER—the
best medicine

We left Melbourne on the
morning of Friday 24
April. We flew on Qantas

for 14 hours and arrived in Los
Angeles on Friday morning—we
actually went back in time!

There were games to play and mov-
ies to watch, I fell asleep at the last
hour of the flight. They gave us funny
masks to wear
on the plane to
help us sleep.

In America the
driver’s drive
from the wrong side of the car and on
the wrong side of the road. They
have cool cars in America.

One of the places we stayed was
called the Desert Palms Hotel and
Suites, we had a heated pool and a
spa, and a gym. We got free break-
fast everyday and met lots of people
from other places and countries.

We did a lot of things such as a tour
of Los Angeles. For seven hours we
drove to all the famous places with a
private driver. We went to some
beaches and shopping malls. We
then went to Hollywood and walked

Some parts of Vegas is very dirty
with lots of bad people. That’s why
they film CSI there. One hotel that
we liked was called the Venetian,
which looks like Venice and has
gondolas in the water, we went for a
ride on one and the man sang to us.

Dad went to Hoover Dam and the
Grand Canyon but it was 5 hours by
car to get there and we didn’t want
to go. He was suppose to go with
mum on a helicopter but didn’t want
to. Mum, Gran, Nana, Renee, Cait-
lyn and I stayed in Vegas and went

to the Adventure
Dome which is an
indoor theme park.

Back at Los An-
geles I met a friend
called Aiden from

Canada, he is 10 and we swam in
the pool together. We did lots of
swimming, ate lots of food, did lots
of shopping and went to lots of
places in America. We were sup-
pose to go to Mexico but we couldn’t
in case we got sick from the Swine
Flu.

We will be going back to America
soon but this time to Florida.

along a path where they had stars
with famous peoples names. Our
driver Caz took us to see the stars
homes in Beverly Hills. We also went
to the Griffiths Observatory.

One day we went to Universal Stu-
dios and did just about all the rides. I
liked The Simpson’s ride, Jurassic
Park, The Mummy, Haunted House,
Shrek 4D and the Star Tour ride.

At Disneyland we went on the
Matterhorn, Indiana Jones, The
Railroad, Small World and did
lots of things like watch
the Celebrate Parade

where Renee and I got to
dance with the cast mem-
bers. They have a great big
fireworks display which was
cool. We did so many things
at Disneyland and California Park.

In Las Vegas we stayed at Circus
Circus. They have free shows that
we can go and watch. They have
people that do magic. One day we
walked up “the Strip” which is the
main street in Las Vegas, we walked
for hours and saw lots of lovely ho-
tels, the M&M world, Maddam Tus-
sauds and we even went to Walmart.

U N I T E D STA T E S O F AM E R I C A
- B Y J O S H U A H I N G A

“the drivers drive from
the wrong side of the
car and on the wrong
side of the road…”

“We did lots of swim-
ming, ate lots of food,
did lots of shopping and
went to lots of places in
America.”

B
orn Pricilla Perehira Rapana on 12 August 1969 it
was the 70’s and 80’s that captured her taste for
music the most.

Indeed, her vast collection of albums are from this period
but it was the 70’s that won out in the end. An extensive list
of relatives and friends attended Cilla’s 40th birthday cele-
bration dressed to reflect her 70’s theme. And they didn’t
disappoint either. Everyone from Cher, Wonder Woman, Kiss,
the Jackson’s, a couple of pimps, the Powers (Austin Powers),
Elvis, John Lennon and many others turned out for this fun
‘guess who?” evening.

Crowd favourite Tom Pitman aka Gene Simmons (lead
singer from the band KISS) impressed with his amazing re-
semblance. The Cook Island performers were also a big hit
but the star this evening was Cilla.

Cilla was presented with a greenstone by cousin Frank Ra-
pana whose mum Phyllis was a surprise guest to this fun-
filled occasion. Congratulations and all the very best Cilla.

(You can view photo’s of this evening on the back page.)

C
ongratulations are in store for newly weds An-
dre and his wife Mellisa Boswell (nee Harvey)
who tied the knot on 9 July 2009 at Rarotonga.

The ceremony was a mainly family affair with brothers
Bobby, Joshua and Tama along with sisters Donna and
Jessica their respective partners and mum Beverly and
father Don in attendance.

They along with members of the Harvey family and a
few of their closest friends made the trek to this exquisite
pacific paradise to celebrate Andre and Melissa’s union
through marriage.

In other news, Jessica and Adam McIntyre welcomed a
little girl Brooklyn Ann James McIntyre at 10.03pm on 8
August 2009. Baby Brooklyn weighed in at 5lb 3oz and
will join siblings Jaun and Amber-Jade.

Meanwhile, aunty Donna (sister of Jessica) is due to
have her third daughter.

Congratulations to all concerned.

C I L L A C E L E B R A T E S H E R

40 T H I N 70’S S T Y L E

BOSWELL WHANAU

UPDATE



N A M E B ' D A Y A G E

Hume, Nathan George Sep 8

Opai, Geavarni Sale Sep 01 2

Staladi, Evyan Sep 03 6

Hinga, Caitlyn Patricia Sep 04 4

Blomfield, Catherine Ann Sep 05 18

Hohepa, Robert Sep 05 35

?, Dreyson Sep 06 9

Ngapuhi, Lindsay Sep 06 27

Ngapuhi, Tiana Sep 06 23

Carr, Janine Sep 07 32

Dromgool, Adele Shea Sep 07 15

Mutu, Matthew James Sep 07 7

Johnson, James David Sep 09 40

Waite, Taylah Jade Sep 09 10

Dickson, Darren Sep 11 37

Nahu, Api (Aperehama) Sep 14 14

Whitehead, Te Tamakauri Sep 14 2

McKay, Samuel Isaac Sep 16 1

Hinga, Joshua Tiare Sep 17 8

Vincent, Angela Rose Sep 17 13

Ngapuhi, Tuta Vincent Sep 17 17

Casbolt, Cory Redan Sep 18 19

Dromgool, Michael John Sep 18 26

Duffy, Lesley Sep 18 37

Turner, Bruce Sep 18 52

Hinga, Annabelle Martha Agnes Sep 21 42

Duff, Damion Daniel Sep 21 15

Denton, Mark Vianney Sep 22 15

Flavell, Taonga Sep 22 13

Turner, Waikahurangi Sep 22 2

Quayle, Stephen-Bruce Sep 22 7

Henry, Justine Sep 24 19

Melvin, Caleb James Sep 25 7

Wright, Connie Sep 26 23

Hume, Jason Mark Sep 26 13

Tata, Drew Sep 27 25

Henry, Nicole Sep 27 16

Skipper, Eugene Sep 29 21

Cuzens, Jarrad Nathan Sep 29 17

Pitman, Robert Sep 30 39

Wilson, Sally Jennifer Sep 30 52

It
has been eight years now since Papa (Rangi) Hinga, Roy Stimp-

son, Mark Blick and Daniel Blick took to the Waiterimu Golf
course in Tahuna Ohinewai with the idea of becoming Tiger

Wood golfing champions.

A lot of water has passed under the bridge of enthusiasm for this four-
some who began with sub-par equipment.

In celebration of this milestone these budding golfing enthusiast returned
in June 2009 to the same course. Here they played for 18 holes in order to
gauge the progress of each player over the years.

What a day it was. The progress was abundantly obvious. Comments
such as “man, what a shot”, “good hit” “Par!” and “Birdie!” replaced the
original observations of “Out of bounds”, “you hit the barn wall” and “your
golf club is flying higher than the ball!”

Scorecards for 18 holes back then were in the 150 plus. Not anymore.
Most players pared and birdied a few holes by the end of the game.

Added to the achievement was the feeling that this course was difficult
compared to others they have played on such as Papakura, Waitakere,
Okororie, The Grange, Kawhia, Tirau as well as a few others.

Other family members have joined this now elite group of golfers. Time
permitting, it has become something of a regular feature in which whanau
load up the cars with their golfing equipment and head for the nearest golf
course.

They’re cocky too! Their relative success since those humble beginnings
appear to have given them a heightened sense
of invincibility. They have issued a challenge to
their Aussie counterparts. Taunting mischie-
vously by imploring their Trans-Tasman rivals
to “Bring it on. Anytime, anyplace”.

However, when it comes to Bledisloe Cup matches the shoe might just be
on the other foot. Their Aussie relatives are no slouches. Well, maybe one
or two. They have weapons of mass destruction in Morry Gage, Tom Pit-
man and a slightly less formidable proposition in the form of Darrell Hinga.

Of course, words are cheap. It will take an unlikely encounter between the
two sides to put to rest any doubts of superiority. If that day shall come,
you can bet the interest will be high.

Until then, both sides of the Tasman will continue to ridicule the other and
maybe, if words become too personal and reaches fever pitch levels, that
might be enough to spur each side into action?

A Te Roopu Hinga Whanau golfing trophy has been sourced and valued
from a sports dealer and the Kiwi’s are keen to get their hands on it. The
winner of this cup will have their
name and the year it was
awarded inscribed on a small
shield. Apparently, there is room
available for 50 players.

However, if it were up for grabs
between both countries then
that shield will only have one
name on it. At least until that
person retires. Who is he? This
remains to be seen but for the
record, the Maori Aussies (or
Mozzies) welcome the chance
to put this issue to rest.

September Birthdays
Location: http://hingawhanau.tribalpages.com

Pictured above: Mozzie Golfer Darrell gives Tiger
a few pointers on putting

“...Bring it on. Anytime,
anyplace…”
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